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Abstract
Despite the widespread use of voice-based search, few studies have addressed
its complications. Specifically, clarifying user intent in the voice-based setting
is not as straightforward as in the text-based one. In this thesis, we tested systems to resolve a user’s intent for two types of unclear queries in a voice-based
search setting: queries that are ambiguous and queries that contain false memories (i.e., wrong details that the user misremembered about the item they are
searching for. To this end, we identified three key research questions for voice
query clarification regarding adaptations to the user’s background, optimal
query clarification options in terms of their number, length and phrasing as
well as how they impact user satisfaction.
In the first part of this work, we designed and conducted the first user study
that measures user satisfaction for clarification options, which we presented
with seven different methods. Our findings include that (1) user satisfaction
depends significantly on language proficiency levels, (2) user experience of the
system does not decrease when the system asks for clarifications, and (3) the
most effective way of query clarification depends on the number and lengths
of the possible answers.
In the second part of this thesis, we present the first user study on how voicebased search systems may communicate false memory corrections to their
users. We designed a study in order to estimate user satisfaction for three
different false memory clarifications methods and one baseline case where the
system only answers with "sorry, I don’t know that one!". Our findings indicate that (1) users are more satisfied when they receive a clarification that and
how the system corrected a false memory, (2) users even prefer failed correction
attempts over no such attempt, and (3) the tone of the clarification has to be
considered for the best possible user satisfaction as well.
Finally, in the last part of this thesis, we compare the two studies and provide design implications for voice assistants in clarifying a user’s intent. Our
observations indicate that voice assistants should allow users to interrupt the
system in order to identify their information need whenever they want, that
the user’s English proficiency should be taken into account based on the level
of interaction the user and the system are supposed to have, and that it is
important to consider the tone of responses when clarifying false memory.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Interpreting the information need of a query is an essential task in information
retrieval (Wang and Agichtein [2010]). Studies show that a great number of
web queries are often short and/or ambiguous (Cui et al. [2003], Dou et al.
[2007], Jansen et al. [2000]). Traditional information retrieval systems help
users to clarify their information need by query reformulation suggestions.
Many commercial search engines provide the did you mean functionality that
seeks to clarify user’s intent. Furthermore, there has been considerable amount
of research on how to suggest and complete queries to assist users in clarifying
their intent (Bhatia et al. [2011]). Generally, traditional information retrieval
systems interact with users by offering alternative suggestions to their search
query and displaying a list of possible results. As soon as the user begins to
enter their query in the search box of a search engine, relevant suggestions are
displayed. Moreover, after entering the query, alternative query suggestions are
offered on the screen (see figure 1.1). They can be either corrected grammatical
problems and misspelled words or expanded contextual suggestions.

Figure 1.1: Left: when user starts entering a query, different suggestions are offered
for completing the query. Right: suggestions related to the submitted query.
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However, in the nowadays popular voiced-based search systems, where there is
no visual channel of communication, resolving user’s intent has been an ongoing
challenge (Allan et al. [2012], Lai and Yankelovich [2006], Luger and Sellen
[2016]). How should the system offer possible suggestions without overloading
user’s short-term memory? How many options should it present to user and
how long should they be? How are voice-based systems supposed to provide
query reformulation suggestions, when all the interaction is performed through
voice?
In this thesis, we focus on resolving the user’s intent for two types of unclear
queries in a voice-based search setting: queries that are ambiguous and queries
that contain false memories. As an example for ambiguous queries, suppose
the user asks their voice assistant “How to do a B-52?”. The user could refer to
the B-52 cocktail, the B-52 hairstyle or maybe the B-52 Stratofortress bomber.
With which of the meanings of B-52 should the voice assistant respond? How
should the formulated response be, so the user has the most satisfaction? Do
users prefer to be asked back for clarification or to be given meanings or entire
categories of meanings to choose from? These are the problems that this thesis
seeks to remedy in the first part. Clarifying false memories is the topic of the
second part of this thesis. False memory means that the user mis-remembers
one or more details of the item they are searching for. For instance, imagine
you are searching for a movie you have watched before; the only thing you
remember is some parts of the plot and the name of one actor, which in fact, is
not correct. Should the system give the answer in respective to what the user
said? Should it tell the user that there were no results but found something
else? How should the system formulate the answer in order not to confuse the
user? What if there are actual results with the given misremembered details?
We conducted two user studies to seek answering the following research questions, which are important to incorporate query clarification functionality in
voice interfaces:
• RQ I Does the user background affect user satisfaction when experiencing query clarification?
• RQ II How much do the length and the number of the clarifying options
affect the user satisfaction?
• RQ III What is the best way of clarifying the user’s intent?
This thesis consists of six chapters: Chapter 2 describes the literature review
and the related work. To the best of our knowledge, this work is a first foray
in the topic of voice query clarification. In chapter 3, we discuss voice-based
search, its recent advances and challenges as well as how the Amazon Alexa
2
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voice interface works. Chapter 4 is dedicated to our first study in which ambiguous queries are investigated. To this end, 14 participants each solved 13
different ambiguous information needs. We collected 708 judgments on the
user experience of the tasks and analyzed them. The results show that the
participants’ English proficiency level affect their satisfaction of the experience significantly. Moreover, participants are more stratified when the different possible answers, in this case short ones, are listed to them. Chapter 5
explains our user study on clarifying false memories. We recruited 12 participants each solved 14 different task which were information needs containing
false memories. We collected 672 judgments and analyzed them. We found
that participants are more satisfied when the correction of a false memory is
explained. Besides, the way of correcting false memories play an important
role in increasing the satisfaction of the user. In chapter 6, we discuss the comparison of the two user studies. In the final chapter, we present the conclusion
and future steps in integrating query clarification into voice interfaces.

3

Chapter 2
Related Work
The related work of this thesis is categorized separately into four subsections:
query Clarification in text-based information retrieval systems, query clarification in conversational search, voice-based search, and re-finding and known
items.
Query clarification in text-based information retrieval systems Query
clarification including query disambiguation in the traditional text-based systems is an essential task of the commercial search engines and has been studied
broadly . There are a lot of works focusing on how to generate query suggestions.
Firstly, query logs are the main source of information for building rich models of
user searching activities aiming to improve users’ web search experience such
as query recommendations [Boldi et al., 2009]. Silvestri [2009] showed the
query mining techniques that can be used to extract useful information and
how they are applied in the search applications to enhance user experience.
Fonseca et al. [2003] presented a method to generate suggestions for a web
search engine using association rules extracted from query log of the search
engine. Query graphs extracted by query logs are another source of generating
query suggestions. Query graphs have nodes as queries and edge linking the
two nodes represent some similarities between the two queries. Boldi et al.
[2009] improved query recommendations based on short random walks on the
query-flow graph.
Moreover, clustering of query logs is another way to obtain query suggestions.
Wen et al. [2001] proposed to cluster similar queries according to their contents
to recommend URLs to frequently asked queries of a search engine. BaezaYates et al. [2004] presented a method for suggesting related queries based on
clustering of query logs.
Jones et al. [2006] introduced the notion of "query substitution" that is to
4
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generate related queries to replace the user’s original query. They proposed
a model for query modification based on query similarity combined with a
ranking of the proposed queries. Their Experimental results showed that their
model is capable of generating highly relevant query substitutions.
Query auto-completions offer users useful queries while they are typing queries
in real time. This works as Cai and de Rijke [2016] provided a survey of
query auto completion works. Bar-Yossef and Kraus [2011] suggested to use
context such as the user’s recent queries to improve the prediction quality of the
auto complete suggestions and proposed the first context-sensitive query auto
completion algorithm. Bhatia et al. [2011] proposed a probabilistic method
for generating query suggestions by extracting the correlated phrases of the
documents in the corpus and suggest it to the user as they are typing the
query.
Query expansion is another way of dealing with query inaccuracy. The main
motivation of query expansion is to help the user to clarify the original query
by adding meaningful terms to the original query and express more details
in explaining the information need [Ooi et al., 2015]. One way to generate
query expansion is by using relevance feedback. Relevance feedback is the
approach to expand the queries in which the system chooses the terms and
phrases that users identified as relevant to the original query [Ooi et al., 2015].
Another popular approach for query expansion is to build a language model
for the query based on the probability distribution over terms [Carpineto and
Romano, 2012] and choose the terms with the highest probability for the query
expansion.
How to present the diverse search intents in the result is another challenge
that has been studied extensively. Dou et al. [2011] suggested that the search
results should be presented in a multi-dimensional way as queries are usually ambiguous at different levels and dimensions. Kato and Tanaka [2016]
focused on ambiguous intents and proposed a method to optimize search result. They developed a probabilistic searcher model of users interacting with
query suggestions and conducted a user study to examine the effects of query
suggestions on search behaviors, and based on this user study, adjusted the
parameters used in the searcher model. Their results demonstrated that their
search result optimization was effective, especially for patient users and queries
with a limited number of intents.
Another novel way to interact with the users in the text-based retrieval system and using their feedback to generate new search result was introduced
by Kotov and Zhai [2010]. They proposed a new framework in which the retrieval system automatically generates questions that offer specific context to
the query in order to guide users to the answers they are searching for. This
can be also helpful for the ambiguous queries when the system offers multiple
5
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diverse questions for different meanings of the query submitted. They used the
resulting document collections as well as the query itself to generate the questions and present them to the user. However, these questions are not straight
forward in identifying user’s information need and are detailed version of the
query with more context which is supposed to potentially be what user exactly meant. For example, as the article explained, if a user searches for "John
Kennedy" the generated questions would be "Who is John Kennedy?", "When
was John Kennedy born?", "What number president was John. F.Kennedy?",
"Who killed President Kennedy?". Although these questions can be helpful for
the users to specify their information need, still they do not provide different
meanings for the the particular ambiguous part of the query. In another recent paper from the CAIR workshop 2018, Wambua et al. [2018] described an
approach of clarifying ambiguous search queries by automatically asking users
a series of clarifying questions. These questions narrow down the search result
aiming to clarify the user’s intent. Clearly, these two last works deal differently
with the ambiguous queries and provide contextual suggestions while we focus
on clarifying the ambiguous parts of the query and present different meanings.
Query clarification in conversational search Query clarification in conversational search needs more research (Allan et al. [2012], Lai and Yankelovich
[2006], Luger and Sellen [2016]). Allan et al. [2012] discussed the convergence
of question answering systems and information retrieval. They proposed research challenges in conversational answer retrieval (CAR) and called for researchers and designers to provide techniques to reach effective CAR systems.
They declared that the purpose of the dialogue is to "refine the understanding of questions and improve the quality of answers" and clarifying any forms
of ambiguity of the question is a way to reach this goal. This was one of
the primary stimulants to motivate the researchers to improve person-machine
conversations.
One study regarding query clarification in dialogues is conducted by Braslavski
et al. [2017] who explored the dialogues between the users on a community
question answering website aiming to understand the clarification question
posted by users when the query intents are unclear to ultimately helping to
generate automatic clarification questions that make the interaction between
user and system more natural. Their experiment showed promising research
direction toward the query clarification automation in the future. Radlinski
and Craswell [2017] provided a framework of conversational search in which
they defined a conversational search system as follows:
A Conversational search system is a system for retrieving information that permits a mixed-initiative back and forth between
6
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a user and agent, where the agent’s actions are chosen in response
to a model of current user needs within the current conversation,
using both short- and long-term knowledge of the user.
They proposed a theoretical framework for conversational information retrieval
system in which, similar to traditional information retrieval system, users are
allowed to query and the system should present the result as well as asking
the user for clarification if needed. They presented the scenarios in which
conversion is necessary to elicit the information need of the user. One of these
scenarios that we use in our work is to give users bounded choices as it is easier
for the user to choose between the options instead of coming up with the terms
themselves.
One of the main characteristics of a conversational information retrieval system
is to be able to elicit the intent if necessary. Luger and Sellen [2016] investigated the factors that affect the use of conversational agents in everyday life by
conducting a series of interviews of 14 people who were regular users of conversational agents. Their findings show that the users did not have a proper image
of how conversational agents work and the agents’ poor feedback reinforced it.
Consequently, they found that there is still a lot of interaction work needed
to make conversational agents as natural as they are supposed to be. This is
not the only research observing the interaction between users and conversational agents; Vtyurina et al. [2017] investigated human behavior when using
conversational systems for search tasks. A user study was conducted in which
participants used three conversational agents: automatic, human and wizard.
Based on their observations some recommendations for a future conversational
agent design was given: sticking to the context of the conversation helps establishing short length answers and improves user experience, providing sources
of answer adds credit to the systems, and using feedback from users’ answer
can be used to recover from system failure.
Voice-based search Nowadays, with the evolving technology in accurate
speech recognition as well as popularity of smart phones, voice-based search
becomes one of the inevitable part of everyday lives. However, the voice-based
search should be treated differently from the text-based search as it is more
complex Trippas et al. [2018]. There are a number of studies analyzing the conversational character of voice-based search. For example Trippas et al. [2018]
investigated conversational search challenges and opportunities based on the
study they conducted in which pairs of people completed search tasks verbally. Their study demonstrated that the complexity of interaction increases
instantly when the result is no longer displayed to the users and is presented
through voice and also when the users are allowed to convey their information
7
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need freely and naturally. On the other hand, one positive aspect of searching through audio is that the interaction between the users and the system
increases, which leads to information need clarification of the user.
In Trippas et al. [2017], a controlled laboratory study was conducted to investigate the conversational strategies in search and observations were recorded,
transcribed, and annotated. The recordings were analyzed and coded into conversational patterns and classified into themes. Query refinement offer, which
is related to our work, is among meta-communication theme where retrievers
engaged in communication with users about the query.
Re-finding and Known Items Blanc-Brude and Scapin [2007] investigated
the attributes that are needed to be improved in the retrieval systems, so people
can retrieve their files more easily. They conducted a study on 14 participants
who had to recall the features of their documents and then to retrieve them.
The results show that people have difficulty in remembering the keywords to
search for the documents. Another similar memory failure is observed in the
studies Elsweiler et al. [2008] Elsweiler et al. [2011a] with the emails re-finding.
Tyler and Teevan [2010] shows that although Web search engines aim to help
people find new information, people tend to use them to re-find Web pages
they visited before and explored the differences between the first time queries
to the re-finding ones, which tended to be better.
Generating simulated queries for evaluation objectives has been an increased
interest. Azzopardi et al. [2007], Elsweiler et al. [2011b] and Kim and Croft
[2009] worked on how to generate automatic know-item queries for personal
search evaluation. Kim and Croft [2010] used human computation game to
predict the type of the known-items searched by users. However, these studies
failed to take into considerations the realistic scenarios with false memory
Hagen et al. [2015], Hauff et al. [2012]. Hauff and Houben [2011] explored
know-items which consist of books, movies, songs, etc. from Yahoo! Answers
and found that about 10% contain false memories. These crawled questions
and answers are the source of inspiration of our use cases in the second study
we conducted.
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Chapter 3
Voice-based Search
Voice-based search trends have been increasing significantly in recent years.
Users tend more to use vocal commands to handle their search queries. Moreover, there are settings that make voice-based search preferable, from while
driving a car, riding a bike or using wearable devices, to when you would
rather ask your voice interface while you are laying on the couch than write
it down in the search box. Statistical postulations say 50% of all searches
will be voice searches by 20201 . Google has announced that 72% of people
who own voice-activated speakers say that their devices are used as part of
their daily routines2 . Moreover, the popularity of virtual digital assistants is
growing rapidly, with dominant technology companies such as Google (Home),
Apple (Siri), Microsoft (Cortana) and Amazon (Alexa). It is estimated that
the number of people using digital assistants will reach 1.8 billion by 20213 .
Despite this popularity, digital assistants lack certain accuracy in their responses. According to a 2018 study4 , there are many cases that digital assistants proved to be wrong, for example when a query has multiple meanings,
or when they answer the query with the closest topic of the information need
asked by the user. The former problem is what we focused on in the first part
of this thesis.
In the following sections, we explain the design principles of a voice interface,
as well as introducing Amazon Alexa and how to develop a skill on its developer
console.
1

https://www.campaignlive.co.uk/article/just-say-it-future-search-voice-personaldigital-assistants/1392459
2
https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/consumer-insights/voice-assistance-consumerexperience/
3
https://www.go-gulf.com/blog/virtual-digital-assistants/
4
https://www.stonetemple.com/digital-personal-assistants-study/
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Amazon Alexa Alexa, Amazon cloud based voice service, is a virtual assistant developed by Amazon which is capable of establishing voice interaction
with the users. For example, it is able to search for questions, play music,
set alarms or timers, show weather forecast and etc. The advantage of Amazon Alexa is that it provides a platform for developers to build custom skills.
Recently, Google also provides a platform for developers to build actions for
the Google Assistant. At the time of this thesis, the only open platform was
provided by Amazon. In the following section we explain how we can create a
custom skill on Amazon.

Figure 3.1: How Alexa skills process user’s spoken query. Skill interface translates
the audio from the user to events that Skill Service can handle.

Building a Skill Skills are voice driven applications for Alexa voice interface. An Alexa skill contains of two main components, Skill Service including
HTTPS server or AWS Lambda and Skill Interface which is on Amazon’s Alexa
developer console. The interaction between these two components provides a
working skill (see Figure 3.1).
The Skill Service, which we call it Server Component in our setup (4.1.5 and
5.1.3), lives in the Cloud and hosts the codes we write, which determines how
to respond to user’s speech query. It can be implemented in any language
that can be hosted on HTTPS server and return JSON responses. Amazon
provides a platform, AWS Lambda, in which we can code in Node.js. It is
also possible to use our own HTTPS server, as we did in our work. The Skill
Service implements event handler methods which define how the skill behaves
when the user triggers the event by speaking to Alexa. Main event handlers
implemented by the Skill Service are as the following:
• OnLaunch Event This event is sent to our skill once the user uses the
skill’s invocation name. In other words, the skill is launched by the user.
10
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• Intent Handler This Event is an indication of what the user wants to
do, which maps to the interaction defined in the Skill Interface. There
should be as many intent handlers as the defined intents on the Skill
Interface each triggered by different spoken utterances defined in the
Skill Interface.
The Skill Interface configuration, which we call Cloud Component in our setup
(see 4.1.5 and 5.1.3), is the second part of creating a skill, where we specify the
utterances needed to invoke each of the intent handlers on the Skill Service.
The Skill Interface translates what the user says for the Skill Service, where
the respective event handles that. In the Skill interface we specify:
• Invocation Name which is what users say when they want to launch
the skill leading to OnLaunch Event’s invocation.
• Intents which are basically the actions users want to be done by Alexa.
Intents optionally can have slots. For example, "Heisenburg" in the query
"who is Heisenburg?" can be defined as a slot, so all similar queries (who
is slot?) can be resolved by the same intent.
• Sample Utterances that represent all the possible ways users are talking to the skills. The more the sample utterances are, the more natural
the interaction is. These sample utterances are defined for each intent
separately and are ultimately resolved by an intent handler in the Skill
Service.
• Slot Types that are lists of possible slots. For instance, for the query
we presented above, "Heisenburg" would be one of the entries on the slot
type lists.
Figure 3.2 shows how a simple skill named Greeter5 works. This skill is called
by saying Greeter as invocation name. When we define the sample utterances,
the Skill Interface can resolve it to the specific event that the Skill Service
can handle. Here the sample utterance is "say Hello". Once the event is
recognized by the Skill Interface, it triggers the responding event handler in
the Skill Service which then returns the output speech "Hello" to the Skill
Interface and then is returned to the Alexa enabled device where it is spoken
to the user.

5

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QxgdPI1B7rg
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Figure 3.2: Procedure of the Greeter skill. The user says "Alexa, ask Greeter to say
Hello"; Alexa is the wake word which should be used to initialize the conversation
with Alexa, Greeter is the invocation name that calls the skill, and "say Hello" is an
utterance resolved to an intent on the Skill Interface and is sent to the Skill Service
which triggers the corresponding event handler there. The event Handler method
(here: HelloAlexaResponse Function) returns the output speech of "Hello" to the
Skill Interface and ultimately to the Alexa enabled device where it is spoken to the
user (Source: Alexa Developers YouTube Channel)6

.

12

Chapter 4
Clarifying Ambiguous Queries
In order to analyze user behavior and preferences for a voice-based query clarification, we conducted a user study with a mock-up Alexa system. To this end,
we adapted the generic research questions from the introduction as follows:
• RQ I Does the user background affect user satisfaction when experiencing query clarification?
• RQ II Do the length and the number of the clarifying options affect the
user satisfaction?
• RQ III Does the user satisfaction decrease when the system ask for
clarification?
To this end, we conducted a user study in which 14 participants had to resolve
13 ambiguous information needs using our mock-up skill for Amazon Alexa.
In this chapter, we detail the procedure of the user study, the methods we used
for clarifying ambiguity in the tasks, and the implementation of our mock-up
skill.

4.1

Setup

In the first study we had 14 participants fulfilling 14 different ambiguous information need tasks using Amazon’s Alexa voice assistant (called system). The
study consisted of the following parts:
• One page containing consent form, the pre-study questions, and the instruction.

13
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Figure 4.1: The setting of the user studies. The participants sat on the black chair
next to the Alexa enabled device while the study instructor sat on the wooden chair
handing participants different tasks as well as taking note and recording their voice.

• 14 small sheets of paper were presented to the participants randomly,
containing a short scenario description, an interaction phase between
the participant and the voice assistant that has the start of the interaction and an ambiguous query, and an after-interaction questionnaire
containing 4 questions regarding how the interaction with the system
perceived by the participants (see Figure 4.2).
• 2 optional post study questions that handed over by the instructor at
the end of the study. We asked the participants how they would improve
the system and let us know if they have any comments.
The study was conducted in one of the university laboratories, where Computer
Science students and employees work. We used a private room and hung "study
is going on" sign at the door, so people would know, and the participants
would not get distracted. Figure 4.1 shows the setting of our two user studies.
Participants sat on the black chair with Alexa next to them while the instructor
sat on the wooden chair handing participants each tasks as well as taking notes
and recording participants’ voice.
14
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In the following sections we explain the entire process and structure of the
study in details.

4.1.1

Consent Form

At the beginning of the study the participants were asked to sign a consent
form in which they were briefed about the duration of the study, that they stay
anonymous and could quit at any time they wanted, and that their voice is
recorded during the study for the research purpose. We assured them that we
will not share their voice with anybody although we could not guarantee that
Amazon would not make use of the recording. The consent form is available
in the Appendix (see A).

4.1.2

Pre-study Questions

After signing the consent form, the participants were asked to fill out 6 prestudy questions, consist of some background questions. We explain the questions in the following parts.
The first question asked for the gender of the participants. Since we recruited
participants mostly from the Computer Science and Civil Engineering department, it was likely to have more male participants than the female ones [Nelson
and Rogers, 2003].
The second question asked for the age of the participants. The age ranges that
we chose are the ones used in the typical demographic surveys. 17 or younger,
18 to 30, 31 to 49, 50 to 64 and 65 years or older. Our participants were
among the second and third age group as they were either master’s students
or PhD students of the university.
The Third question asked for the use frequency of the voice assistants. The
answers include frequently, rarely, and never. Participants that use voice assistants more frequently are expected to be more comfortable in working with
the system and thus have a better user experience.
The fourth question was answered if the participants were users of the voice
assistant. It asked which of the voice assistants (Amazon Alexa, Microsoft
Cortana, Google Home, Siri,...) the participants use. This question also is to
measure if using different voice assistants affect the overall user experience of
the participants.
The next question asked for the tasks the participants use their voice assistants
for. Last question was about the English proficiency of the participants, as it
could be an important factor in the satisfaction of the participants experience
with the system. They had to self rate their English proficiency as Proficient,
Intermediate, or Beginner. The participants that consider themselves as the
15
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beginner level should be omitted of the final results since it is very important
to be able to read the tasks fluently and understand the options that Alexa
provides and choose among them.

4.1.3

Task Instructions

After the pre-study questions and on the same page, the instruction of how
to do the study was handed over to the participants. It explained that the
study consists of a series of voice query tasks and each task contains a small
scenario and the respective ambiguous query. The instruction also asked the
participants to imagine the scenario and the information need even if they
knew the answer. It described that to resolve this information need, they
should communicate with Alexa and to invoke Alexa they should First say
"Alexa" and wait for the blue ring to appear, and then say "Find"! The
participants were instructed that this blue ring demonstrates that Alexa is
listening and that Alexa then answer with "Yes?". Afterward, they should
continue with the query which was written at the second bullet point on the
paper. Alexa then responds with different options. The participants were
supposed to continue the interaction until the information need was resolved.
In case Alexa responds with "Sorry, please try again", they had to start over
the interaction. After they have reached the answer or have tried 5 times, they
had to answer 4 post-interaction ratings (see Figure 4.2) and then continued
with the next task the instructor provided and at the end answered the post
study questions.

4.1.4

Tasks

The first study was contained of 1 training task, which we did not consider
in the final results and 13 others tasks. The tasks are the central part of the
study, where each task consists of a small scenario description. The topics are
mostly inspired by the Webis-Ambient-151 corpus which is an extension of the
Ambient data set created by Carpineto and Romano2 . The list of the tasks
and their corresponding query is in Appendix A. We specified the query and
asked the participants to read the exact query which is provided to make sure
the query is ambiguous.
1
2

Webis-Ambient-15
http://search.fub.it/ambient/
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Scenario: You want to surprise your Irish partner with an Irish cocktail
called B-52, but you don’t know how to make it.
Interaction start:
• Alexa. Find!
• How to do a B-52?
Agree

After interaction:
The system answered my question
The system behaved as I expected
The system was easy to hear/understand
The system was pleasant to use

2
2
2
2

Neutral

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Disagree

2
2
2
2

Don’t
know

2
2
2
2

Figure 4.2: One of the 14 tasks the study participants were told to do. They were
instructed to start the interaction by saying “Alexa, Find!”, wait for the system to
react, and then to follow up with the provided question. They should then continue
the interaction until the system responds with an answer. After that, they should
rate their system experience for the task using the provided checkboxes.

Clarification Methods
In pursuance of investigating how to best present different clarification options,
we programmed our Amazon Alexa voice assistant to respond to the participant’s query for a task in different ways. Specifically, we used 11 tasks in which
the ambiguity results from one word. According to Kiesel et al. [2018], the paper we submitted to the SIGIR conference, the following 7 response methods
(here grouped into baseline, standard, and many-option methods) are used for
clarification:
Baselines (no clarification)
Direct (2 tasks) This method answer the query directly without giving
any options. The direct answer could be either the desired one(1
task, called hit) or incorrect(1 task, called miss).
Concatenate (1 task) Answer the query with three possible meanings
(including the desired one) with one short sentence each.
Standard (clarification for few options)
3-meanings (2 tasks) Ask to choose from 3 meanings of the ambiguous
word (described by 1-5 words). The desired meaning is in the list
17
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(1 task, hit) or not, in which case participants can describe the
meaning themselves or ask for more (1 task, miss).
3-long-meanings (2 tasks) Like 3-meanings, but meanings are described
by 8-16 words (speaking takes about twice as long).
Verify (2 tasks) Ask to verify if a specific meaning is the desired one.
Either “yes” (1 task, hit) or “no,” in which case continue with 3 meanings to choose (including the desired, 1 task, miss).
Many-options (clarification for queries with many meanings)
5-meanings (1 task) Like 3-meanings, but with 5 meanings presented
at a time.
3-categories (1 task) Like 3-meanings, but first ask for a category, then
continue with 3-meanings within that category. This is inspired by
Wikipedia disambiguation pages, where meanings are often grouped
by category.
In order to avoid biases in the study, not only were the tasks presented to
each participant in a random order, but also was the desired answer position
in the options-lists randomized. Furthermore, we also used Fisher’s exact test
to measure significant bias which there was not any.
For comparison, we included 2 tasks where the ambiguity stems from an
acronym and use 3-meanings response method in this case.
In the next part we explain how we implemented the above mentioned tasks
using Amazon Alexa. Note that we used Amazon Alexa in order to provide
a natural interaction for participants, as well as the fact that Amazon has an
open source platform and researchers can develop their own customized skill.

4.1.5

Custom Alexa Skill

In this section, we explain how we developed our Amazon Alexa custom skill.
In order to do so, the first step is to build a server that handles all Alexa
requests. Webis group of our university has already implemented and provided
the classes needed for handling requests. After creating the server, Alexa
should be able to access it via HTTPS, which is supported by Webis 16 machine
at the university. After getting the server up and running, we can start building
the cloud components.
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Cloud Component
After building the server and have it running, we can start adding our skill
on Amazon Alexa Skills Kit Developer Console3 . Once the skill is named,
developing the interaction model can be started. Interaction model contains
the invocation name, intents and slot types.
Invocation Skill invocation name is the keyword users should say to invoke
the skill. We used "find" as the invocation name which is short and easy to
pronounce.
Intents & Slot Types Our skill consist of 2 custom intents and 5 builtin intents containing Amazon CancellIntent, HelpIntent, NoIntent, StopIntent
and YesIntent. As their names imply, CancellIntent and StopIntent are used
for the cancellation of the interaction and HelpIntent handles the cases users
need help about the skill. NoIntent provides option of a negative confirmation
to a yes/no question by Alexa, which we needed when the desired answer was
not on the first offered options. The purpose of the YesIntent is to let user
provide a positive response to a yes/no question.
Our two custom intents are named query and select. Query intent includes
sample utterances of the queries with a task slot for different queries. For
example, if "How to do a B-52" is our query, in the intent query, it appears as
"how to do a {task}", and in the list of the tasks we define a slot value B-52.
As soon as the user reads the query it invokes the query intent (see Figure 4.3).
Our second intent is select, abstracted name for the confirmation option users
answer with the selection slot for the actual option. For instance if Alexa
answer the query "How to do a B-52?" by "Do you mean B-52 the Irish cocktail,
B-52 hairstyle, or B-52 the chess opening?", select is the desired option which
is here "the cocktail". The select intent is invoked as soon as the user says
"the cocktail", "b-52 cocktail", "the Irish cocktail" and many more variations
that could be defined in the list of selections. These variations are listed in
the Slot Types part of the interaction model(see Figure 4.4). As it is shown
in the figure, it is possible to specify different synonyms for the slots in the
Skill Interface, to make the system more flexible with the users’ spoken words.
despite the possibility, this feature was not active yet and we had to specify
these synonyms on the server side. In order to avoid voice recognition errors,
in addition of adding different spoken variations of the ambiguous word in the
interaction model on the Amazon Console, we also added those variations to
our server component. In other words, this makes Alexa recognition model
trained to listen specifically for the keywords and phrases in the clarification
3

https://developer.amazon.com
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Figure 4.3: Left: Our interaction model of Alexa developer skill kit which consists
of invocation, intents (custom and built-in), and slot types. Right Top: Some sample
utterances of the query intent. These are basically the queries that are written for
each task. Right Bottom: Some of the sample utterances of the select intent. These
are the options participants were supposed to answer with during their interaction
with Alexa.

options. For example for B-52 topic, we specified b52, fifty, five two, b. 52,
b 52 in our program to make sure the system understands the multiple ways
of saying B-52. We also improve the system so it allows participants to use
index words such as first, second, last,etc. to specify their desired option
position. Since our mock-up skill is restricted to these few phrases (around
100 in total), voice recognition worked properly, with only few expectations
where participants spoke too quietly.
Server Component
In this part we discuss the implementation procedure of our mock-up skill’s
server component. We categorize this section based on our clarification methods variations introduced in 4.1.4 and how Alexa answers in each case.
Since we had variations in providing the results to the participants, we organized presenting the tasks based on the number sequence of the participants
taking part in our study. So, the participants with even number heard different
20
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Figure 4.4: Different variations of the options that participants are supposed to
say are added to avoid voice recognition mistakes and make sure Alexa understands
what participants say.

answers from Alexa from the participants with odd number.
Baselines We had 2 tasks for our Direct clarification method that answer
the query directly with one meaning of the ambiguous query, either the desired
answer or not (hit or miss). Based on the participants order of participation in
the study(odd and even), the system returned either of the 2 responses. As an
example, the answers to the query "who are the scorpions?" are shown below.
Based on the scenario, the desired answer to this query is the German rock
band named Scorpions.
• Desired response: "Scorpions the German rock band consists of Rudolf
Schenker, Klaus Meine, Matthias Jabs, Pawel Maciwoda and Mikkey
Dee."
• Incorrect response: "The Scorpions, the British beat group consists of
Peter Lewis, Thony Brierley, Anthony Postill, Rodney Postill and Mike
Delaney."
The system’s answer to Concatenate method’s task, in which the system answers the query with three possible meanings including the desired one, contains short sentences of the meanings.
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Standard We had 4 topics for the 3-meanings and 3-meanings-long clarification methods. For each participant, we used 2 of them with short and
the other 2 with long options based on their participation order(odd or even).
For instance, the short 3-meanings options presented to the user for the query
"How to do a B-52?" are:
• the Irish cocktail
• the hairstyle
• the chess opening
3-meanings options consists of 1-5 words and it takes around 6 seconds for
Alexa to tell each of them. to give the clarification options the system always
started with Do you mean and a little pause between each options. The long
3-meanings options contains 8-16 words and it takes around 12 seconds for
Alexa to tell them. The long 3-meanings options of the same query of the
topic B-52 look as follows:
• the Irish cocktail which is a layered shot composed of a coffee liqueur
• the woman’s hairstyle also called beehive hairstyle
• the initial moves of a chess game
As it is stated before, in order to avoid bias, the target index of the options
were presented differently to users. The desired option in one 3-meanings
and one 3-meanings long methods turned among 1st,2nd, and 3rd place while
for the other two turned among the 4th, 5th and 6th place. For these index
options, participants tended to give the right meaning before the system could
give them the second 3-meanings options.
We had 2 tasks for the Verify clarification method n which the system asks to
verify if the given option is the desired one ("Do you mean the Irish cocktail?")
and the participant will say yes if it the desired one, and say no if it’s not.
if not, then the system continues with presenting 3 meanings which contains
the desired one (in a random index). Here is a conversation example of this
task in which the desired option is not on the first verified option and is on
the second option of the next 3-meanings options:
User : What year is Matador produced?
System : Do you mean Matador, the Danish TV series?
User : No.
System : Do you mean 2005 film starring Pierce Brosnan, the US TV series
of 2014 or the Danish TV series?
22
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User : US TV series.
System : Matador is an American television series premiered on July 15,
2014, on the newly launched channel El Rey Network.
Many-options We used two topics for 5-meanings task and 3-categories.
5-meanings works like 3-meanings, but with 5 meanings options. For the 3categories task, the system first asks for a category and with the confirmation
of the user continue with the meanings like 3-meanings method. An example
of the conversation for 3-categories is shown below.
User : Where is Palm company?
System : Do you mean Palm in business, in technology, or in music?
User : business
System : Do mean Palm Breweries, Palm the personal digital assistant, or
Palm Pictures?
User : Breweries
System : Palm Breweries is a brewery company. It owns several different Belgian breweries. the headquarters of palm brewery is in Steenhuffeldorp,
Belgium.
Acronyms 2 tasks for clarifying acronyms were added as the controller of
the study which work the same as 3-meanings clarification method.

4.2

Pilot Study

Before the main study, we tested our system with three people from the Computer Science faculty to evaluate the performance of the system and improve
any potential problems. The results of this primary study were not considered
in our final evaluation. Overall, the system worked fine. We made some minor
changes in the content of the tasks and enhanced some of the final responses
to make them more comprehensible for the participants.

4.3

Participants

For the main study, 14 participants including 9 males and 5 females were
recruited from our university’s Computer Science and Civil Engineering Departments. As they were all Master’s or PhD students, their age distribution
was between 18-30 (9 participants), and 31-49 years old (5 participants).
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Concerning voice assistant’s use frequency, 8 participants never used one, 5
used their Siri or Google home rarely, for weather forecast and simple search,
and only 1 participant used his Amazon Alexa frequently. Therefore, our
participants were all adults and could be seen as novice users of voice assistants.
English proficiency, which is an important factor in our study, was requested
to be rated by the participants themselves. We found that in some cases, the
ratings were incompatible with the participants’ performance. Some participants could speak fluently, but they had rated themselves as "intermediate, or
some rated themselves as "proficient" although they were not fluent enough
and had difficulty understanding the meaning of some words. Therefore, we
changed the ratings for 5 participants based on our observation of their interaction with the system and realized our modified rating is more compatible
with the post task question of how easily they could understand the system.
In this thesis we present, the modified version.

4.4

Data

The time each participant spent to complete the study was between 15 and
25 minutes. We had 14 participants for the main study fulfilling 13 tasks for
a total of 182 interaction phases. We had to ignore 5 of these phases, because
3 people were not familiar with the scenario concept, 1 person said he did not
pay attention to the scenario, and 1 person failed to fulfill the task due to the
system bug. Moreover, we gathered 4 ratings for each interaction phase (see
Figure 4.2 ) for a total number of 728 ratings.

4.5

Results

In this section, we investigate the research questions introduced in the introduction, based on the results from the study. Afterwards, a qualitative analysis
of the study was performed.
The 4 post-task ratings collected at the end of each task focus on the user
satisfaction and experience which is the main target of the research questions.
1. The system answered my question.
2. The system behaved as I expected.
3. The system was easy to hear/understand.
4. The system was pleasant to use.
In the following parts, we are investigating the research questions based on the
ratings collected from the above questions.
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Figure 4.5: Overall ratings for understandability and pleasantness by English proficiency of the participants.

4.5.1

Does the user background affect user satisfaction
when experiencing query clarification?

The background questions which have key importance for the analysis of this
question are: the English proficiency and the use frequency of voice assistants.
We analyzed whether the ratings of the participants with different English
proficiency levels and with different use frequency of voice assistants vary remarkably.
As it is illustrated in Figure 4.5, participants with proficient English level
had a more pleasant experience and the system was also easier for them to
hear/understand(p < 0.001). The Pearson correlation coefficient for the pleasantness of the system between the users with proficient English and intermediate English is -0.44 which is relatively high. This result indicates that voice
assistants’ designers should take users’ English proficiency into considerations
when designing the system, which is able to ask for clarification.
Moreover, we analyzed the ratings of the participants with different usage
experience. Since we only had 1 frequent user of voice assistant, we excluded
them from our statistical analysis. The effect of Voice assistants usage is shown
in Figure 4.6. As the figure indicates, the participants that had experience of
working with voice assistants, found the system easier to hear/understand
and also more pleasant to use (p < 0.001 for both). The expected behavior
of the system for those with more usage experience is more extreme where
p < 0.05. This could be stemmed from the fact that more experienced users
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Figure 4.6: Overall ratings for predictability and understandability by frequency
of a participant’s voice interface usage.

had a predefined expectation from the voiced-based interfaces and this could
lead them to either supporting the system or opposing to it. These results
indicate that the effect of voice assistant usage is not as prominent as the effect
of English proficiency (|r| < 0.09), and therefore, considering user familiarity
seems to be not as essential in designing voice assistants.

4.5.2

Do the length and the number of the clarifying options affect the user satisfaction?

To answer this research question and as the English proficiency proved to be
an important fact in 4.5.1, we focus on different English proficiencies, intermediate and proficient, separately. Since we had 5 ratings consisting of agree,
somehow agree, neutral, somehow disagree and disagree, we map them onto
a range from 1 to 5, where lower numbers show more satisfaction (closer to
1). We used µp as the satisfaction indicator in this comparison. The means
of the ratings of the participants with proficient English, for different response
methods were close to each other (µp < 1.4); however, the means for the participants with intermediate English proficiency are more dispersed (see Figure
4.7). As it is illustrated in the Figure 4.7, participants were the most satisfied
with the 3-meaning response method (µp = 1.4). 3-meanings-long and verify
were the next preferred methods of all. There is also a significant difference
between 3-meanings and 3-categories (p < 0.01) and between 3-meanings-long
and 3-categories (p < 0.05). This result indicates the importance of consid26
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neutral
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Figure 4.7: Distribution and mean (circles) rated pleasantness for participants with
intermediate English level by response method.

ering 3-meanings response method in designing voice assistants for users with
intermediate English proficiency, as it is the most preferred method among all
we tested in our study.

4.5.3

Does user satisfaction decrease when asked for clarification?

To answer this question, we compare the verify response method, where the
user has to verify the meaning before the final answer, and the direct baseline method, where the answers are given without clarification. As Figure
4.8 shows, participants rate both verify response method and direct response
method similarly for the type that the system assumes correctly what the desired answer is and gives it to the user ( i.e. a "hit"). This indicates that giving
clarification does not have negative effect on the user satisfaction. However,
when the system considers a meaning which is not the desired one regarding
the scenario (i.e. a "miss"), participants’ ratings for both cases drop. To our
delight, five participants spontaneously stated, after the study, that they had
fun interacting with the system. (add 2 3 quotes here). All in all, these results
indicates that voice assistants should always seek clarification requests when
there is ambiguity in the query.
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Figure 4.8: Response-specific ratings for predictability and pleasantness.

4.5.4

Qualitative Analysis

In this part, we give an overview of the qualitative analysis of our study and
the design suggestions our study implies.
First of all, our observations suggest that for queries with many clarification
options, users should be allowed to specify the meaning they intended. During
the study, most of the participants preferred to specify the meaning themselves
than to ask for more options. In detail, 10 out of 14 participants tried to
interrupt the system immediately to specify their desired option before waiting
for the system to finish offering the options. Surprisingly, this occurred for all
the response methods except for 3-meanings and 3-meanings-long when the
desired meaning is in the first list. This signifies how a list of 3 options is
favored over lengthier options. The current setup of Amazon Alexa only allows
interruption by saying "Alexa", which none of our participants were able to
discover on their own.
Moreover, we investigated the impact of giving all the possible answers for
different meanings without asking for clarification. In fact, one of the tasks
was to query about a person ("Who is Heisendberg?") and the answer given
by the system was one sentence containing 3 short clauses introducing the 3
famous Heisenbergs. Interestingly, participants were very pleased with this
type of response method (µp = 1.2) which indicates that on voice assistants,
different presentations are suitable for different number of meanings with short
answers.
In order to inquire whether participants can distinguish between queries containing ambiguous words and queries with ambiguous acronyms, we added two
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extra tasks of ambiguous acronyms. Analyzing the result, we found no statistically significant different in participants’ ratings. Thus, our results can be
applied to both cases.
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Chapter 5
Clarifying Queries with False
Memories
As mentioned in the introduction (1) and reviewed throughly in the related
work (2), re-finding and known-item search are common retrieval tasks. The
problem emerges when users seek to search for an item which a part of it,
is no longer in their memory or has been replaced. This leads to the false
memories, i.e. the misremembered "properties" the desired item actually does
not have. Queries containing such false memories might correspond either no
or unsatisfactory results which make users frustrated and confused.
The ideal retrieval system should help users to resolve such confusion. This is
a particular challenge for the modern voice assistants, where limited capacity
of voice channel requires a vigilant design in order not to overload user’s shortterm memory.
In this very first research on identifying the characteristics of a voiced-based
retrieval system that can detect and correct false memories, we conducted
a user study on false memory clarification and seek to answer the following
research questions:
• RQ I Does language fluency affect user satisfaction?
• RQ II Do wrong clarifications degrade user satisfaction?
• RQ III How to best clarify false memories?
Note that the above mentioned research questions are different from the ones
introduced in the introduction, since we adapted them specifically for the second study. In the following sections, the details of our study on clarifying
queries containing false memories will be described in voice-based search.
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5.1

Setup

In the second study, we had 12 participants fulfilling 14 different information
need tasks with false memories using Amazon’s Alexa voice assistant (called
system). Similar to our first study, this study consists of the following parts:
• One page containing consent form, the pre-study questions and the instruction.
• 14 small sheets of paper were presented to the participants randomly,
containing a short scenario description, an interaction phase between
the participant and the voice assistant that has the start of the interaction and a query containing false memory and an after-interaction
questionnaire containing 4 questions, regarding how the interaction with
the system was perceived by the participants (see figure 5.1).
• 2 optional post study questions that handed over by the instructor at
the end of the study. We asked the participants how they would improve
the system and let us know if they have any comments.
In the following sections we explain the above mentioned parts of the study
in detail. For details about the consent form and the pre-study questions, see
4.1.1 and 4.1.2. We proceed with the instruction part, which is different from
the first study.

5.1.1

Task Instruction

After the pre-study questions and on the same page, the instruction of how
to do the study was handed over to the participants. It explained that the
study consists of a series of voice query tasks and each task contains a small
scenario and respective query containing false memory. The instruction also
asked the participants to imagine the scenario and the information need, even
if they knew the answer. It described that to resolve this information need,
they should communicate with Alexa, and to invoke Alexa they should First
say "Alexa" and wait for the blue ring to appear, and then say "Explore"!
The participants were instructed that this blue ring demonstrates that Alexa
is listening and that Alexa then answers "Yes?". Afterward, they should continue saying the query which was written at the second bullet point on the
paper. Each query consisted of three facts highlighted with grey background.
Alexa then either answered the query or said she does not know. The study
supervisor confirmed it to the participant whether The answer is indeed the
desired one with showing a thumbs-up or not, showing a thumbs-down. In
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case Alexa didn’t know the answer or the study supervisor showed a thumbsdown, the participants were supposed to continue querying by dropping out
one of the details that are indicated by the grey background and query again
with the 2 remaining details. This process should be repeated until the study
supervisor showed a thumbs-up. After each task, the participants answered 4
post-interaction ratings (see Figure 5.1) and then continued with the next task
the instructor provided, and at the end of the study, answered the post study
questions.

5.1.2

Tasks

In this study we had 2 training tasks which are not considered in our results
and 14 main tasks. Each task consists of a brief scenario description along with
a corresponding query that contains a false memory. The scenario descriptions
are based on real known-item queries with false memories collected by Hagen
et al. [2015]. They crawled a set of 2,755 known-item intents (movies, songs,
books, poems, etc.) from Yahoo! Answers and found that about 10% contain
false memories. Figure 5.1 shows a task with an example scenario, query, and
questionnaire.
Scenario: You try to remember the title of a controversial book that came
out back in the 1990s and claimed scientific evidence that whites are
genetically superior to blacks. You think it was called something like “The
something Factor.”
Interaction start: Alexa. Explore!
What is the title of the book from the 1990s that claimed superiority of
Whites and is called “The something Factor” ?
Agree

Post-interaction questions:
The system was helpful
The system behaved as I expected
The system was easy to hear/understand
The system was pleasant to use

2
2
2
2

Neutral

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Disagree

2
2
2
2

Don’t
know

2
2
2
2

Figure 5.1: Example task from our study. Participants should start by saying
“Alexa, Explore!”, wait for the system to react, and then read the provided question.
The question details—one of which is a false memory—were highlighted with a grey
background. After task completion, the participants rated their experience using the
checkboxes.
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As it is shown in the Figure, there are three details highlighted in the query
from which, one is wrong. The participants were not informed, which of these
highlighted details is wrong. In 12 tasks of the 14 main tasks, after the user
queries the original query, the system changes a detail in it. In 6 of these 12
tasks, the system corrects the detail which is a false memory, and in the other
6 tasks changes a different one. If the false memory was not corrected, the
participants had to drop one of the details and use the other two to query
again. This procedure continued until the participant addressed the detail
containing false memory.
Clarification Methods
To analyze how to clarify false memory corrections, our mock-up responded
in one of the following ways to a participant’s prompt [Kiesel et al., under
review].
None (2 tasks) “Sorry, I don’t know that one.”
Direct (4 tasks) Answer the query for a changed detail, but do not explicitly
inform the user that a change has happened. However, since it is best practice for voice-interface design to repeat the query in the response1 (so-called
landmarking), the system does so with all details, including the changed one.
Participants, therefore, may notice that the system has changed a detail.
Negativley Clarified (4 tasks) Respond with the standard Alexa line for no
result, clarify that a result exists when a detail is changed, and then answer
the changed query.
Positively Clarified (4 tasks) Instead of starting with “I don’t know,” the
more positive suggestion “You probably mean . . . ” is used.
If the system changed a detail of the query, for half of the tasks the false
memory was corrected, while for the other half the correction itself was wrong.
Figure 5.2 illustrates the response types.

5.1.3

Custom Alexa Skill

Similar to the skill we built for the first study, after configuring the server
that can handle Alexa requests, we start creating the cloud components on
the Skill Interface and then implementing the server components on the server
side which are explained in the following sections.
1
developer.amazon.com/docs/custom-skills/voice-design-best-practices-legacy.
html
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User asks a
false memory query
Choose
answer
Response type
[positively
clarified]
[negatively
clarified]
“You probably
mean ...”

[none]

“Sorry, I don’t know
that one. But ...”

“Sorry, I don’t
know that one.”
[direct]

Clarifies how it
corrected query

Gives answer to
corrected query

Figure 5.2: The four response types of our study with the corresponding Alexa
reaction (the Figure is from Kiesel et al. [under review])

Cloud Component
As it is explained in 4.1.5 and 4.1.5, after building the server and have it
running, we can start adding our skill on Amazon Alexa Skills Kit Developer
Console2 . Once the skill is named, developing the interaction model can be
started. Interaction model contains the invocation name, intents and slot
types.
Invocation Skill invocation name is the keyword users should say to invoke
the skill. We used "explore" as the invocation name which is short and easy
to pronounce.
2

https://developer.amazon.com
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Figure 5.3: A part of our interaction model of Alexa developer skill kit which
consists of invocation, intents (custom and built-in), and no slot types. On the right,
there is the sample utterances of the first task intent. This is the original query
written for the first task. The 3 successive intents (taskOneFirst, taskOneSecond,
and taskOnethird are the 3 other variations of this query, each with two of the items
(the three items here are from the nineties, claimed superiority of Whites, and is
called "The something Factor"))

Intents & Slots Types Our skill consists of 48 custom intents and 5 builtin intents containing Amazon CancellIntent, HelpIntent, NoIntent, StopIntent
and YesIntent. The built-in intents usage is explained in 4.1.5. Our 48 custom
intents cover our 16 (2 training and 14 main) tasks of the query that are supposed to be asked by the participants. Each of these intents were invoked by
different variations of combining the highlighted details in each query. Unlike
our first study, this skill does not have any slots. Figure 5.3 shows the interaction model of the second study. For each task we have an intent with the
sample utterance exactly set to the original query, written for each scenario
in the task. For the 6 of our tasks, there are 3 more intents, in which two
of the three details (that are highlighted in the original query) are forming a
query. For instance, the query "What is the title of the book from the 1990s
that claimed superiority of Whites and is called "The something Factor" ?"
has one intent with exactly the sample utterance as the query, one intent with
the sample utterance of "What is the title of the book from the 1990s that
claimed superiority of Whites?", which is a query combining of first two details,
and two other intents for the other 2 variations.
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Server Component
After configuring the skill on the Amazon Alexa Console, we should implement
what Alexa responds to the user. Unlike the first study that the whole procedure was done by 2 intents and we dealt with slots more than intents, here we
had to assign different responses for our 48 custom intents. Since the response
types are throughly demonstrated in 5.2, below we show a demo conversation
for the task shown in 5.1. The clarification method in this task is None, so the
system answers the written query with "Sorry, I don’t know that one". But as
we wanted the users reach the answer, we asked them to query again to reach
the answer. Here the user’s attempt in reaching the answer was successful in
the second try of formulating the query.
User : What is the title of the book from the 1990s that claimed superiority
of Whites and is called "The something Factor"?
System : Sorry, I don’t know that one.
Instructor : (thumbs down)
User : What is the title of the book that claimed superiority of whites and
is called The something Factor
System : The book that claimed superiority of Whites is called “The Belief
Factor”.
Instructor : (thumbs down)
User : What is the title of the book from the nineties that claimed superiority
of whites
System : The book from the 90s that claimed superiority of Whites is called
“The Bell Curve”.
Instructor : (thumbs up)

5.2

Pilot Study

We conducted a pilot study before the actual study to test our system. We had
2 participants from the Computer Science department of our university taking
part in the pilot study. The overall system performance was fine. We improved
some of the answers by Alexa in order to make them more comprehensible.
We did not consider the pilot study results in our final findings.
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5.3

Participants

We recruited 12 participants from our Computer Science, Civil Engineering,
and Urbanism Department including 7 males and 5 females. As they were
all Master’s or PhD students, their age distribution was between 18-30 (6
participants), and 31-49 (6 participants).
Concerning voice assistant’s use frequency, 2 participants never had used one,
9 had used their Siri or Google home rarely, mostly for weather forecast and
search, and only 1 participant used his Amazon Alexa frequently. Therefore,
our participants are all adults and can be seen as novice users of voice assistants.
Finally, 7 participants had proficient English, whereas the other 5 had intermediate English.

5.4

Data

The time that the 12 participants completed the study was between 20 and
26 minutes. Each participant fulfilled 14 tasks which gives 168 total interaction phases. After each interaction phase, a 4 post-interaction ratings were
collected, which gives a total rating of 672.

5.5

Results

In this section, we investigate the research questions introduced in the introduction. We adapted the research questions to match this second study. The
4 post-interaction questionnaire were the base, on which we sought to answer
the research questions. These 4 questions are as follows:
• The system was helpful.
• The system behaved as I expected.
• The system was easy to hear/understand.
• The system was pleasant to use.
The first question is different from our first study (the system answered my
question), as each task continues until the participant reaches the answer and
this is implied by the thumbs-up given by the study supervisor.
In the following parts, we are investigating the research questions based on the
ratings collected from the above questions.
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5.5.1

Does language fluency affect satisfaction?

Figure 5.4 illustrates the ratings of the participants for the 4 post-interaction
questions based on their English proficiency. The expectation is that participants with less fluent English rate the system less pleasant. However, there is
no correlation between the fluency and pleasantness in the ratings (Pearson’s
r = 0.05), although there is a significant difference (p < 0.01). This suggests
that for the response types we tested in our study, English fluency does not
play an important role. There was also no significant difference between participants with different English fluency in hearing/understanding the system
as the p < 0.01, r = 0.28. Finally, as the Figure indicates, there is no significant difference in the ratings of the participants with different English levels
in terms of their expectation of the system and predictability, as p > 0.05 for
both cases. As the result suggests, designers of voice assistants do not necessarily need to consider English fluency of the users to develop a system capable
of clarifying false memory with our system’s response types.

5.5.2

Do wrong corrections degrade satisfaction?

Since satisfaction is the ultimate aim of an information retrieval system and
correcting query may affect user satisfaction drastically, we tried to investigate
whether wrong corrections degrade satisfaction. Specifically, when correcting a
false memory, the system might return some results that are not user’s desired
information need. For such cases and for cases when the system changes the
information need without giving any feedback, we expected that perceived
pleasantness by the participants reduces. To our surprise, and as Figure 5.5
shows, for some response types (Direct and Positively clarified in the Figure),
the participants were more pleased when the system corrected their query and
gave them results aside from their desired information need (other detail in the
Figure). Moreover, the system was pleasant to use even when there was no
correction (None in the Figure). However, the result for positively clarified is
the most significant, despite the small sample size for both the general case and
when restricted to tasks where the false memory detail is changed ( p < 0.05
for both). As the result indicates, voice assistants should rather try to directly
correct their users’ queries, even if there is a chance of presenting undesired
results according to users’ information need.

5.5.3

How to best clarify correction?

While several ways of explanation is plausible to best clarify questions, here
we investigate two of the most basic parameters of explanations: should corrections be clarified at all and does the tone of the correction matter?
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Figure 5.4: Overall ratings by English fluency.
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Figure 5.5: Distribution and mean (◦) pleasantness by response method and
changed detail.

For the case that the response does not refer to the false memory (i.e other
detail), Figure 5.5 shows a noticeable difference between the two response types
that clarify the correction, positively and negatively, where the positive one
was rated as more pleasant. This finding indicates that although in both cases
the responses did not satisfy participants’ desired information need, they still
prefer to be corrected in a positive way. However, due to our small sample size,
this visually noticeable difference in Figure 5.5 is not statistically significant
as p > 0.05 and should be validated in future studies. Despite that, the results
suggest that in order to increase user satisfaction, the tone of the correction
should be considered as important.
For the case that the response does refer to the false memory, Figure 5.6
illustrates the participants ratings for the predictability and pleasantness of the
system in details. As it is clear in the Figure, the response types that clarify
the correction, both positively and negatively, collect better ratings for both
predictability and the pleasantness of the system. However, due to our small
sample size there no statistically significant result as p > 0.05. nevertheless,
two of our participants spontaneously stated that the explanations given by the
system were useful and they would with for an Alexa with such functionalities
in real world. All in all, the visual distribution of the ratings and the feedback
we received from the participants, indicate that explanations of the query
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Figure 5.6: Response-specific ratings for predictability and pleasantness when the
false memory detail is changed.

corrections are not only to some degree expected by the users, but also increase
the users satisfaction.

5.5.4

Qualitative Analysis

In this part we explain the qualitative analysis of our observations during the
second study.
Firstly, our observations suggest that a successful voice assistant should allow
users to query at any length they need to with acceptable pause time. Specifically, participants found it not pleasant when the system interrupted them
while formulating their query. "Alexa, be more patient!", one of our participants stated along with 4 more that suggested to extend the listening time as
improvement recommendation at the end of the study. This is the current issue of Amazon Alexa, where the listening time does not suffice for long queries
and with a little pause from the user side, the session is ended forcing the user
to start over.
Moreover, as our statistical analysis also approved, participants preferred when
the system positively corrected the false memory. One of our participants said
"I liked the mode in which I got profound feedback with additional information
about question asked". Therefore, this finding suggests that the designers of
voice assistants should take into account the level of explanation when correcting queries that contain false memory.
Finally, we used landmarking in the responses Alexa provided which is ac41
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ceptable in today’s voice assistants. However, 2 of our participants found this
not pleasant and stated that in some answers there was "too much repetition
of the question". This indicates that for long queries voice assistants should
avoid landmarking or maybe just give a brief overview of the query.
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Chapter 6
Comparison of the Two Studies
In this thesis, we target resolving user’s intent for two types of unclear queries
in a voice-based search setting: queries that are ambiguous and queries that
contain false memories. To this end, we conducted two user studies to measure
users satisfaction with the methods our system provided in each user study. In
this chapter, we specify the comparison between these two studies and provide
design implications for voice assistants in clarifying user’s intent.
One of the core differences between the two studies is the level of interaction
between the system and the user. In clarifying ambiguous queries in the first
study, we used 7 response methods from which, 5 involved users in a back and
forth, natural conversation and the interaction continued until the user confirmed the clarification option that the system provided. However, in clarifying
queries containing false memories in the second study, the end of the task was
marked by the instructor providing thumbs up or down and the interaction
between the system and user was one level, with the user asking the query and
the system responding to that. Having more interaction in the first study, the
following situations arose:
• When completing the tasks in the first study, participants tended to
interrupt the system by prompting the answer themselves. Specifically,
10 out of 14 participants gave the desired option to the system before
it finishes offering the options. There were also 2 cases in which the
participants did not how to proceed after hearing that the desired option
was not among the first list the system provided. However, these were
not the case in the second study where the system answered the query
right away and the instructor marked the end of the interaction. This
also happens for the tasks in which the participants had to assign a
category to the ambiguous word of the query. They either said "none
of them" in response to the system or tried to give the answer directly
from the scenario. These findings indicate that it is important for a voice
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assistant attempting to clarify user’s intent, to allow users to interrupt
the system when they need.
• When interacting with the system in the first study, participants needed
to be more fluent in English in order to have a better user experience. As
it is shown in the result of the first study in chapter 4, English proficiency
played a significant role. Participants with higher proficiency level found
the system both more pleasant to use and easier to understand. Some
participants had a problem with the meaning or pronouncing certain
words; therefore, they had to do the task more than once to reach the
final answer and that affected their satisfaction of the whole experience.
However, in the second study, there is no correlation between the fluency
and pleasantness in the ratings of the participants. These results suggest
that designers of voice interfaces should take into account user’s English
proficiency based on the level of interaction user and the system are
supposed to have.
Another considerable difference between the two studies is that in the second
study we took into account the tone of the responses given by the system
which we did not in the first study. The reason is that in the first study,
there were several possibilities to answer the submitted query and user had no
unintentional effect, while in the second study, there were queries that contain
false memory which stems from the fact that users misremembers a fact. As
a result, the system in the second study had to choose whether to correct
the user or not. For this reason, we consider the tone of the given response
when designing the second study, which proved to be an important factor in
clarifying queries with false memory as it is shown in the results (see 5.5).
Consequently, it is important to consider the tone of a voice assistant when
clarifying false memory.
One similarity between the studies is that in both studies we used landmarking method to provide the final answer to the users. Landmarking is when the
system repeats back what the user says in the query to give an implicit confirmation to assure users they are correctly heard. Our observations confirm
the landmarking rule which is suggested by Amazon1 , if the repeated phrases
are not too long, as our qualitative result indicates (see 5.5.4).

1
developer.amazon.com/docs/custom-skills/voice-design-best-practices-legacy.
html
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
In this thesis we took a first step towards the task of voice search query clarification.
In the first part of this work, we conducted a user-centric study to answer three
key research questions for clarifying voice search queries which are ambiguous.
The question of how to present the different clarification options to the user,
how much does user satisfaction decrease when the system asks for clarification
and if users’ background impact their satisfaction of the system.In order to
achieve this aim, 14 participants completed 13 different ambiguous information
need. We collected 708 judgments on the user experience of the tasks and
analyzed them. Our findings show that users won’t mind when the system
asks for clarification and this doesn’t affect their overall satisfaction of the
system. Moreover, English proficiency plays an important role in increasing
the level of satisfaction of the users and it is essential to be considered in
the designing of clarification options on the voice interfaces. Our study also
shows that presenting three clarification options is recommended over other
number of options. Furthermore, users should be allowed to interrupt the
system whenever they want to confirm and clarify the query themselves. Last
but not least, users preferred that the system provides all the possible answers
in case the answers are short.
In the second part of this thesis, we investigated how voice-based search systems should correct queries containing false memories. We identified three key
research questions as how to best clarify queries with false memory, as well as
inquiring if the English language level of the users affect their satisfaction of
the system, and if there is a penalty for the user satisfaction when the system corrects the query containing false memory. To this end, we conducted a
user study attempting to answer our research questions with 12 participants
solving 14 different tasks, which were information needs containing false memories. We collected 672 judgments and analyzed them. Our results indicate
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that clarifications of false memory increase satisfaction and users prefer failed
clarified corrections over no correction. In addition, we found that the way
system corrects the user has an impact on the user satisfaction; specifically,
we found that the more positive the tone of the system’s response, the higher
the user satisfaction on average.
As future work, many different designs of the studies that we conducted can
be performed. Specifically, alternative response methods in different scenarios
can be tested in order to find the most suitable strategy in clarifying the
ambiguous queries as well as those that contain false memory. In achieving
better response methods for correcting queries with false memory, our findings
suggest that the focus should be more on the positively clarified response type
together with experimenting alternative ways of conveying the positive tone
in the answer, as such tone of the system affects user satisfaction significantly.
This can include pointing out to the user positively in which part of the query
they had false memory. Besides, crowdsourcing platforms can be helpful in
verifying and improving the confidence of our results. Finally, these varying
response methods can be implemented and deployed as different skills on the
open platforms such as Amazon Alexa or Google Home. As a result, users can
test them in real scenarios and researchers can use the data to evaluate the
methods.
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Appendix A
User Studies Questionnaires
In the following pages we present our user studies questionnaires. We discussed
the user studies in Chapter 3 and 4.
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Voice Query User Study
This study will take 15 minutes. You will have to fulfill some tasks using our voice-controlled service and answer
some questions regarding your experience with such services and your impression of our service.
During the task, your voice will be recorded and sent to voice recognition services of Amazon outside the
European Union. We will use the recording for research purposes only. We will not share it with people that
are not involved in this research. Note that we can not guarantee that Amazon does not make own use of the
recording.
You may quit at any time.
I understood and agree with these terms

Place, date

Signature

Pre-study questions

What is your gender?

How old are you?

How often do you use voice assistants?
(Alexa, Cortana, Home, Siri, ...)

Female

Male

Other

2

2

2

17 or younger

18-30

31–49

50–64

64 or older

2

2

2

2

2

Frequently

Rarely

Never

2

2

2

If you use a voice assistant, which one do you use?
If you use a voice assistant, for what tasks do you use it?
Proficient Intermediate
How would you rate your English level?

2

2

Beginner

2

Instructions
This study consists of a series of very short voice query tasks. For each task, you will receive a piece of paper.
Please now take a careful look at the example we provide you.
The scenario briefly describes a setting with a certain information need. Please imagine yourself having this
need in this setting, even if you already know the answer.
To resolve this information need, you ask Alexa. You can try this now. First say ”Alexa” and wait for the blue
ring to appear. Then say ”Find!”. You should hear the answer ”Yes?”. Then continue with the question at
the second bullet point of the Interaction start section. You should now be hearing a response from Alexa,
where she offers you three choices. Now try to continue this interaction with Alexa to resolve your information
need. In case Alexa responds ”Sorry, please try again!”, then do so, starting again with saying ”Alexa”.
After you reached an answer or tried 5 times, please answer the after-interaction questions and then continue
with the next task. Finally, fill in the post-study questions.
1

Scenario: You want to start reading a new book. You remember your mom was happy with the book she was
reading called The Good Life which is an autobiography of a singer. But you do not know the author.
Interaction start:
• Alexa. Find!

• Who is the author of The Good Life book?

After-interaction questions:
The system answered my question
The system behaved as I expected
The system was easy to hear/understand
The system was pleasant to use

Agree

Neutral

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Disagree

Don’t know

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Scenario: Telegram x is on the market and you want to download it. On the play store there are photos of the
app. One shows the message from Heisenberg. Your friend says this is the character from Breaking Bad series
but you are sure that he is a famous physicist.
Interaction start:
• Alexa. Find!

• Who is Heisenberg?

After-interaction questions:
The system answered my question
The system behaved as I expected
The system was easy to hear/understand
The system was pleasant to use

Agree

Neutral

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Disagree

Don’t know

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Scenario: You are walking on the street and see a poster saying Rudolf Schenker has a concert next weekend.
You remember that he is the member of the Scorpions, The German rock band, but not sure about it.
Interaction start:
• Alexa. Find!

• Who are the members of the Scorpions?

After-interaction questions:
The system answered my question
The system behaved as I expected
The system was easy to hear/understand
The system was pleasant to use

Agree

Neutral

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Disagree

Don’t know

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Scenario: As a kid you loved Jimbo, the talking airplane but you dont remember the name of the series.
Interaction start:
• Alexa. Find!

• What is the name of the series with Jimbo?

After-interaction questions:
The system answered my question
The system behaved as I expected
The system was easy to hear/understand
The system was pleasant to use

Agree

Neutral

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Disagree

Don’t know

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Scenario: You want to surprise your Irish partner with an Irish cocktail called B-52, but you dont know how
to make it.
Interaction start:
• Alexa. Find!

• How to do a B-52?
After-interaction questions:
The system answered my question
The system behaved as I expected
The system was easy to hear/understand
The system was pleasant to use

Agree

Neutral

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Disagree

Don’t know

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Scenario: You are living in the US and planning to go on a trip to Australia with your friend. Someone
recommended you to see the Magic Mountain theme park there. You want to know where exactly it is.
Interaction start:
• Alexa. Find!

• Where is Magic Mountain?
After-interaction questions:
The system answered my question
The system behaved as I expected
The system was easy to hear/understand
The system was pleasant to use

Agree

Neutral

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

3

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Disagree

Don’t know

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Scenario: You and your friend are texting on the phone and talking about your favorite comic characters.
Your friend says his favorite character is Mercury from Marvel Comics. You dont know her, but dont want to
lose face either.
Interaction start:
• Alexa. Find!

• Who is Mercury?

After-interaction questions:

Agree

Neutral

2
2
2
2

The system answered my question
The system behaved as I expected
The system was easy to hear/understand
The system was pleasant to use

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Disagree

Don’t know

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Scenario: You and your colleague friend are talking together. You want to start watching a new series. Your
friend suggests Life on Mars series. You tell him that it’s an old series and you prefer to watch a newer one,
but your friend thinks it’s not that old.
Interaction start:
• Alexa. Find!

• What year is the Life on Mars produced?
After-interaction questions:
The system answered my question
The system behaved as I expected
The system was easy to hear/understand
The system was pleasant to use

Agree

Neutral

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Disagree

Don’t know

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Scenario: You are drinking PALM beer with your friend. Its the first time you see this kind of beer and you
get curious where it is from.
Interaction start:
• Alexa. Find!

• Where is Palm company?

After-interaction questions:
The system answered my question
The system behaved as I expected
The system was easy to hear/understand
The system was pleasant to use

Agree

Neutral

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
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2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Disagree

Don’t know

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Scenario: You are playing cards with your friend. Your friend sees the Joker card and tells you that Joker is
also a comic character from DC Comics. You know there is a Joker character in Batman. You want to make
sure if they are the same Joker.
Interaction start:
• Alexa. Find!

• Tell me about the character Joker.

After-interaction questions:
The system answered my question
The system behaved as I expected
The system was easy to hear/understand
The system was pleasant to use

Agree

Neutral

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Disagree

Don’t know

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Scenario: You and your colleague friend are talking together. You want to start watching a new series. Your
friend suggests Matador, the US television series. You tell him that it’s an old series and you prefer to watch a
newer one, but your friend thinks it’s not that old.
Interaction start:
• Alexa. Find!

• What year is Matador produced?
After-interaction questions:
The system answered my question
The system behaved as I expected
The system was easy to hear/understand
The system was pleasant to use

Agree

Neutral

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Disagree

Don’t know

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Scenario: You are home texting your friend from Monte Carlo, Italy. He is inviting you for his wedding. You
think maybe it is a good opportunity to visit the city as well. You wonder how much time you’d need to go
sightseeing.
Interaction start:
• Alexa. Find!

• What can I do in Monte Carlo?
After-interaction questions:
The system answered my question
The system behaved as I expected
The system was easy to hear/understand
The system was pleasant to use

Agree

Neutral

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

5

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Disagree

Don’t know

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Scenario: Your father’s friend is at the hospital in the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) and your father is visiting
him. You are supposed to pick your father up. You are close to the place but dont know exactly where it is.
Interaction start:
• Alexa. Find!

• Where is the closest ICU?

After-interaction questions:
The system answered my question
The system behaved as I expected
The system was easy to hear/understand
The system was pleasant to use

Agree

Neutral

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Disagree

Don’t know

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Scenario: You are talking to your friend about different Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) and run
into question when exactly the first web API was created.
Interaction start:
• Alexa. Find!

• How old is the web API?

After-interaction questions:
The system answered my question
The system behaved as I expected
The system was easy to hear/understand
The system was pleasant to use

Agree

Neutral

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Post-study questions
How would you improve the system?

If you have general comments on this study, please add them here
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2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Disagree

Don’t know

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Voice Query User Study
This study will take 25 minutes. You will have to fulfill some tasks using our voice-controlled service and answer
some questions regarding your experience with such services and your impression of our service.
During the task, your voice will be recorded and sent to voice recognition services of Amazon outside the
European Union. We will use the recording for research purposes only. We will not share it with people that
are not involved in this research. Note that we can not guarantee that Amazon does not make own use of the
recording.
You may quit at any time.
I understood and agree with these terms

Place, date

Signature

Pre-study questions

What is your gender?

How old are you?

How often do you use voice assistants?
(Alexa, Cortana, Home, Siri, ...)

Female

Male

Other

2

2

2

17 or younger

18-30

31–49

50–64

64 or older

2

2

2

2

2

Frequently

Rarely

Never

2

2

2

If you use a voice assistant, which one do you use?
If you use a voice assistant, for what tasks do you use it?
Proficient Intermediate
How would you rate your English level?

2

2

Beginner

2

Instructions
This study consists of a series of voice query tasks. For each task, you will receive a piece of paper. Please now
take a careful look at the example we provide you.
The scenario briefly describes a setting with a certain information need. Please imagine yourself having this
need in this setting, even if you already know the answer.
To resolve this information need, you ask Alexa. You can try this now. First say ”Alexa” and wait for the blue
ring to appear. Then say ”Explore!”. You should hear the answer ”Yes?”. Then continue with the question at
the second bullet point of the Interaction start section. Alexa will give you an answer or say she does not
know. Your study supervisor will show you whether the answer is indeed the desired on (thumb up) or not
(thumb down). In case Alexa does not know the answer or the study supervisor shows a thumb down, repeat
this process, but drop one of the three facts (indicated by a grey background ). If you still get a thumb down,
try again with another two of the three facts.
After you reached an answer or tried 5 times, please answer the after-interaction questions and then continue
with the next task. Finally, fill in the post-study questions.

1

Scenario: You try to remember the title of what you think is a German horror movie. In the moview, there
are two college student girls vacationing and then attacked by a murderer.
Interaction start:
• Alexa. Explore!

• What is the title of the German horror movie in which two girls vacation and are attacked by a
murderer ?
After-interaction questions:
The system was helpful
The system behaved as I expected
The system was easy to hear/understand
The system was pleasant to use

Agree

Neutral

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Disagree

Don’t know

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Scenario: You try to find the title of a movie that you think Morgan Freeman stars in. In the movie, Morgan
Freeman offers a sniper a job to kill a person, but then tries to shoot the sniper himself.
Interaction start:
• Alexa. Explore!

• What is the title of the movie in which a sniper man takes an offer by Morgan Freeman but is then
shot by his employer ?
After-interaction questions:
The system was helpful
The system behaved as I expected
The system was easy to hear/understand
The system was pleasant to use

Agree

Neutral

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Disagree

Don’t know

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Scenario: You try to remember the title of a controversial book that come out back in the 90s and claimed
scientific evidence that whites are genetically superior to blacks. You think it was called something like “The
something Factor.”
Interaction start:
• Alexa. Explore!

• What is the title of the book from the 90s that claimed superiority of Whites and is called “The
something Factor” ?
After-interaction questions:
The system was helpful
The system behaved as I expected
The system was easy to hear/understand
The system was pleasant to use

Agree

Neutral

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Disagree

Don’t know

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Scenario: You try to remember the name of a character who you think is from a Marvel comics, has wrappings
around its face like a zombie, and wears a gray coat.
Interaction start:
• Alexa. Explore!

• What is the name of the Marvel comics character who has wrappings around its face and wears a gray
coat ?
After-interaction questions:
The system was helpful
The system behaved as I expected
The system was easy to hear/understand
The system was pleasant to use

Agree

Neutral

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Disagree

Don’t know

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Scenario: You are looking for lyrics of a country song from 2005, but you dont know the title or the name of
the artist. The lyrics you remember are ”when Im 90 sitting in my rocking chair and she is more generous than
I could ever be”.
Interaction start:
• Alexa. Explore!

• What is the title of the country song from 2005 with the lyrics : “when Im 90 sitting in my rocking
chair and she is more generous than I could ever be” ?
After-interaction questions:
The system was helpful
The system behaved as I expected
The system was easy to hear/understand
The system was pleasant to use

Agree

Neutral

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Disagree

Don’t know

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Scenario: You are trying to remember a movie from 2006 which you think Maggie Smith stars in. There’s a
teacher and she has an affair with a student and gets into trouble and Maggie Smith tries to take care of her.
Interaction start:
• Alexa. Explore!

• What is the name of the movie from 2006 in which a teacher has an affair with a student and gets into
trouble and Maggie Smith tries to take care of her ?
After-interaction questions:
The system was helpful
The system behaved as I expected
The system was easy to hear/understand
The system was pleasant to use

Agree

Neutral

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

3

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Disagree

Don’t know

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Scenario: You are trying to remember the name of a website; you think it starts with a “d” and the site’s
layout is blue, and it is for sharing files.
Interaction start:
• Alexa. Explore!

• What is the website for sharing files with a blue layout which starts with a “d” ?

After-interaction questions:
The system was helpful
The system behaved as I expected
The system was easy to hear/understand
The system was pleasant to use

Agree

Neutral

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Disagree

Don’t know

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Scenario: You are trying to remember the name of the video game. The character looks similar to Rayman
with invisible limbs and you think it has a yellow head.
Interaction start:
• Alexa. Explore!

• What is the name of the video game in which the character looks similar to Rayman with invisible limbs
and a yellow head ?
After-interaction questions:
The system was helpful
The system behaved as I expected
The system was easy to hear/understand
The system was pleasant to use

Agree

Neutral

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Disagree

Don’t know

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Scenario: You are trying to remember the title of one 2004 song that you think it is by Ruben Studdard. The
lyrics you remember are : “Sunshine after rain, you have taken away my pain, somehow and some way, its over
now, The storm is over now”.
Interaction start:
• Alexa. Explore!

• What is the title of the 2004 song by Ruben Studdard that says : “Sunshine after rain, you have taken
away my pain, somehow and some way, its over now, The storm is over now” ?
After-interaction questions:
The system was helpful
The system behaved as I expected
The system was easy to hear/understand
The system was pleasant to use

Agree

Neutral

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

4

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Disagree

Don’t know

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Scenario: You are trying to remember the title of a movie in which a little boy takes home a baby crocodile
and then his parents flush it down. Years later the baby crocodile turns big and launch an attack on the city.
Interaction start:
• Alexa. Explore!

• What is the title of the movie in which a little boy takes a baby crocodile home where his parents flush
it down and years later the crocodile launch an attack on the city?
After-interaction questions:
The system was helpful
The system behaved as I expected
The system was easy to hear/understand
The system was pleasant to use

Agree

Neutral

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Disagree

Don’t know

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Scenario: You are trying to remember the poem you think is from the Victorian era. It is about an urn and
the painting on it, was of two lovers whose hands are just outside of each others reach.
Interaction start:
• Alexa. Explore!

• What is the name of the poem from the Victorian era which is about an urn and a painting of two
lovers ?
After-interaction questions:
The system was helpful
The system behaved as I expected
The system was easy to hear/understand
The system was pleasant to use

Agree

Neutral

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Disagree

Don’t know

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Scenario: You are trying to remember the title of the cartoon that you think it starts with a “C” and its two
main characters are the father and son bear and they escaped from the circus.
Interaction start:
• Alexa. Explore!

• What is the title of the cartoon that starts with a “c” and its two main characters are a father and son
bear and they escape from the circus ?
After-interaction questions:
The system was helpful
The system behaved as I expected
The system was easy to hear/understand
The system was pleasant to use

Agree

Neutral

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

5

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Disagree

Don’t know

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Scenario: You are trying to remember a game you think it is a web-based game developed by Google. In the
game you are a single celled organism that can move around and eat things.
Interaction start:
• Alexa. Explore!

• What is the name of the web-based game developed by Google in which you are a single celled organism
that can move around and eat things ?
After-interaction questions:
The system was helpful
The system behaved as I expected
The system was easy to hear/understand
The system was pleasant to use

Agree

Neutral

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Disagree

Don’t know

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Scenario: You are trying to remember the name of the the 1999 rock album with a cover you think it had a
single goldfish on.
Interaction start:
• Alexa. Explore!

• What is the name of the 1999 rock album that had a cover picture of a single goldfish ?
After-interaction questions:
The system was helpful
The system behaved as I expected
The system was easy to hear/understand
The system was pleasant to use

Agree

Neutral

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Disagree

Don’t know

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Scenario: You are trying to remember the title of the 2008 movie directed by Eric Valette in which you think
people get killed by the cell phones.
Interaction start:
• Alexa. Explore!

• What is the title of the 2008 movie directed by Eric Valette in which people get killed by the cellphones ?
After-interaction questions:
The system was helpful
The system behaved as I expected
The system was easy to hear/understand
The system was pleasant to use

Agree

Neutral

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
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2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Disagree

Don’t know

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Scenario: You are trying to remember the title of the Japanese anime in which a girl named Ellen has a tattoo
of a shark on her hand.
Interaction start:
• Alexa. Explore!

• What is the title of the anime from Japan in which the character’s name is Ellen and has a tattoo of
a shark on her hand ?
After-interaction questions:
The system was helpful
The system behaved as I expected
The system was easy to hear/understand
The system was pleasant to use

Agree

Neutral

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Post-study questions
How would you improve the system?

If you have general comments on this study, please add them here
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2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

Disagree

Don’t know

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

